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Soccer Challenge

Dennis Daigle
Michael Winner 
Daniel Lesh
Steve Malutich

Soccer Challenge for kids 9-14 years old. The event was held on the OLV

parish grounds. A soccer goal was set for the event and two small kids goals were set for entertainment.

The event was published on the parish bulletin, parish social media accounts, pulpit announcements, and
Flocknote text broadcast system. The council provided previously purchased soccer balls. Registration table was set.

Soccer Challenge completed. 17 kids, ages 9 to 14, participated after 9am and 

None that we were not able to overcome and turn it around into a succesful event.

Yes In addition to certificate, gift cards for winners could be purchased.

Time to plan/execute was compressed. Combine with other family events.

We advertised via multiple methods. Kids enjoyed. Yes

Kids had fun competing, parents were very happy. Combined with other family events.

It has been emphasized that it will be best to combined this event with a parish family event. Timing is 
critical, of course, so it falls upon the proper fiscal year. Maybe combine it with RE/Youth Ministry kickoff so
there is more participation. We had 17 and that is not bad, but the highest participation was from 11am Mass, only
a few from 9am, and none from Saturday 4pm Mass. If possible, we should acquire our own soccer goal to have our
own resources, instead of borrowing. We also need more balls of the right size and be ready to cycle the kids kicking
in a more expedient manner. We eventually had two alternate kicking in a fairly smooth rhythm.

10am Mass. Additional Help, Brother's Jose Mejias, Rob Wilcox, and Evan Torline. This was a good event for families. 
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This was an excellent family activity. Parents were encouraging their kids, challenging them to do better 

with every kick. Kids had fun exercising and competing against each other. Our council had the opportunity

to add smaller soccer goals for kids younger than 9 years. This added to the family enviroment since all 

kids, regardless of their age were able to participate, even if they were not part of the official challenge.
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